The “Zebra Stripe” Design:  
An Investigation of Roman Wall Painting in the Periphery

INTRODUCTION

This paper will address a previously unassessed feature in Roman wall painting: the so-called “zebra stripe” design (fig. 1). This distinctive pattern has not yet been fully catalogued or investigated because, in line with traditional scholarship on Roman painting, it does not belong to, and in fact for the most part exists in rooms and areas completely separate from those adorned with, one of Mau’s four Pompeian painting styles. The zebra stripe design has been traditionally considered simple and crude, thought to adorn only less important or minor locations such as utility rooms and servant areas. Yet evidence as gathered suggests the following two points: 1) The zebra design was in fact more decorative in antiquity than it appears today, and 2) the type of area to which the design has been traditionally assigned is incorrect. This paper suggests that, in its original state, the design was decorative and pleasing to the eye, and that it adorned vital areas of homes or buildings, areas that were highly trafficked and used by all individuals—habitants, visitors and servants alike.

BACKGROUND AND INVESTIGATION

The zebra stripe design appears on walls of many buildings in and around the ancient city of Pompeii. In broad terms, it may be described as a sequence of large red band-bounded panels intensified on the interior with black and white “stripes,” settled beneath an all-white upper wall.